Enhance Your Business IT Savvy with eMazzanti’s 20 Years
of Learning Replay Sessions

NYC area IT and cyber security consultant offers complimentary on-demand replays of executive
briefings and IT workshops with cloud, cyber security, executive, and business tracks
Hoboken, New Jersey - eMazzanti Technologies, a leading NYC area business technology and cyber
security expert, celebrated its 20th anniversary by offering a full day of executive briefing sessions and
hands-on immersion workshops. Recordings of all 24 sessions from the hallmark event are now
available on-demand with just a few clicks.
More about eMazzanti Technologies 20 Years of Learning.
This exciting event highlighted what experts at eMazzanti Technologies do every day—help business
customers be the best they can be with technology. Recordings of the day-long event feature several
executive briefing sessions along with eMazzanti’s unique Hands-on Immersion Workshops. All sessions
are available via replay on demand.
20 Years of Learning Replay
Replays of this virtual event allow attendees to register for the entire day or only a few sessions of
their choice. Time is valuable and eMazzanti seeks to help business leaders maximize their learning
with eMazzanti. The company also wants to say thanks for 20 years of support.
Presenters and workshop leaders include Corey Nachreiner, Chief Security Officer at WatchGuard
Technologies, Marc Laliberte, Technical Security Operations Manager at WatchGuard Technologies, Carl
Mazzanti, President and Co-founder at eMazzanti Technologies, and other business IT experts.

Register Now to view valuable business IT content on your own time as eMazzanti’s Guest at 20 Years
of Learning Replay Sessions. Registrants may pick and choose from any of the 24 sessions across all
tracks. Sessions last from 30 to 90 minutes each.
Cloud, Cyber Security and Business IT Topics Covered
The 20 Years of Learning Replay sessions include four day-long tracks—Cloud Services, Cyber Security,
Executive, and Enhance Your Business—that cover a broad spectrum of business IT concerns. Topics
range from Cloud Automation and Hacker Techniques to Staff Effectiveness with the New Hybrid
Workforce and Contact Management in Excel vs Dynamics 365.

The Cloud Services Track includes Hands On Immersion Workshops for Microsoft Teams and Microsoft
Azure & Cloud Backup. An Immersion Workshop is a facilitated hands-on session that allows
participants to test-drive Microsoft devices and solutions through simulated, everyday business
scenarios. During Immersion sessions, skilled facilitators walk participants through scenarios using the
latest Microsoft online services.
Partner with Business Technology and Cyber Security Experts
For 20 years, eMazzanti Technologies has helped business leaders navigate the technology and cyber
security landscape to grow revenues and protect business assets. With a new paradigm in business IT,
eMazzanti encourages firms to update their technology and cyber security strategies to be prepared.
Have you read?
Targeted Security Awareness Training Delivers Large Return on Cybersecurity Investment
Supply Chain Disruptions Cause Delays for Many Businesses, But Not All

About Carl Mazzanti
Carl Mazzanti is the Co-founder and President of eMazzanti Technologies, Microsoft's 4X Partner of the
Year, 9X Inc. 5000 list honoree and the #1 ranked NYC Area MSP. His company specializes in IT
security, cloud solutions, outsourced network management, remote monitoring, and support. A
frequent business conference speaker and technology talk show guest, Carl has often contributed at
Microsoft-focused events.
About eMazzanti Technologies
eMazzanti’s team of trained, certified IT experts rapidly deliver increased revenue growth, data
security and productivity for clients ranging from law firms to high-end global retailers, providing
advanced digital marketing services, cloud and mobile solutions, multi-site implementations, 24×7
outsourced network management, remote monitoring, and support.
eMazzanti has made the Inc. 5000 list 9X, is a 4X Microsoft Partner of the Year, the #1 ranked NYC
area MSP and NJ Business of the Year! Contact: 1-866-362-9926, info@emazzanti.net or
http://www.emazzanti.net Twitter: @emazzanti Facebook: Facebook.com/emazzantitechnologies.

